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INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS AMONG WOMEN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS:
TWO LOCAL EFFORTSTO COMBAT ADMINISTRATIVE ISOLATION

ABSTRACT

AdministratiVe'isOlation s an issue repeatedly identified by ed,u-

cational leaders. It involyes the absence of'a setting-of colleagues'in

.whichto share problems, seek advice', offer and receive'feedback,-and ob-

tain valid information regarding ane s professionareffectiveness. This

condition of administrative isOlation-is exaderbated.for women in admini-

stratiye rdles'who are further isolated by their minority status.

The following paper describes the creation, development, and main-,

tenance.of two prOfeSsional support.groups of -women managers. The first

group was formed with the intent Of developing a professional support

system, and all of its members came from the same school system.'-The second

group was convened to address the task of develóping,an instrument for

obtaining reliable data on administrative effectiveness; implicit in the

'design, however, was the'formation. of a professional support system., The.
;

members of the group were
. drawn from different school systemS.

Additionally, the paper describes the experience of a male group of

educational leaders engaged in the development of a peofessional effective-

ness instrument. Impressionistic comparisons are offered between the men's

and women s groups. Finally, two conditions favoring the development .and

maintenance of such groups are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

That's the thing -- I don't know hOw-other principals function.
I just know how I do. And this-is something that maybe'we can

.do -- talk about the nitty gritty of the job. I'd be fascI7
nated to know the day to day ... what people do, and,how 'they in-
teract. The only pay to get feedback in this job is usually
through rumor or people tell youl, "Now, I really shouldn't say
this, but ..."

What-this principal is talking a.bout is the isolation of her-job.

/
This statement, and the experiences which inform it, are similar to those

of more than 300 persons in'positions,of edUcational leadership with whom

. the Leadership.& Learning CooperatiVe has worked.during the past four years.

This stateMent is espetially true Of 1.1omen -leaders 1.7hO are further :isolated

.._by.their minority status in most school systems. What educational leaders
.

a

appear to mean by the isolation.of their jobs Is that to become a leader'

usually entails the loss of previous'peer support, and inhibits the de-

velopment of newspeer supriort. For educational leaders discuss policy

and philosophy, but not practice, with each other. Within this framework

f ignorance about how other leaders attend to their day-to-day practice,

most of the learning in-the-job comes from.being alone and failing.

Educational leaders say they lack a setting of other administrators

they can turn to for advite, feedback, a chance to talk through and make-

new sdnse out of ;often repeated experiences. -They say that if they ask

4

for help they fear it Will be perceived as evidence that they do not know

what they are/doing and Should not be in their present positions.: They

say that th y go outside of their job for Tersonal support; they go to

frietids and relatives who can often only listen sympathetically because
/ .

the intr-/cacies of'the job are-unfamiliar even to the friendliest outsider..
. ?

They say that
\
professional support is much needed but is rarely found

withi thecontext oftheix job.
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The Leadership and Learning Cooperative, a projeCt funded.by the.

Carnegie Corporation "and located at the Education Development Center in

Newton, Massachusetts, has for fou i. years attempted to respond to.this

and other. issues of school leaders by offering an in-service program in ,

personal growth andprofessional effectiveness. The fodus of LLC's work

. ison how principals, directors, supervisors, and superintendents learn
-

on-the-job.. For the pagt two years, LLC has devoted time to the issues,.

of women educational 1.eaders in an attempt to learn more.about how to

endourage women to entei'into administrative.roles and to prosper in

these roles.

Specifically, LLC has worked with women administratora in two separate

efforts.to break down some of the barriers.of job,isolation. The first:

involved a group of sixteen women, all:of"Whem wotk in the same school

district as administritOrs but at different levels'of the hierarchy... This

group focused explicitly.on the development of a personal and professional

support system with one another. It is called.the Women in Management

.Group.

The second effort involved a smaller group of six women principals

from different school systems. They developed an instrument, The Principal

Effectiveness Survey, for use_with their individual staffs as one-method

of determining how effectively they administer their schools. he task

of developing the instrument was explicit; implicit in the design was the.

'7"

formation of. 'a personal and professional support mechanism.

This paper offers an examination of the two.groups of women managers:

n intra-district and a cross-district group, each with different tasks

but both with an emphasis on forming Support systems. In addition to the

a



tWo. female groups, LLC also conducted'a crossdistrict Male group whose
,,-

task'was the development nf a similar effectivenesS survey instrument.

We are able, therefore, in the second part of this paper, to offer some

impressionistic compaiisons of the male and female groxips,

. The data on which we base the examination of each group differ in

the twci settings. In the Women in Management Group the data is largely

of a process nature. The group met bimonthly for.a year and a half

(and continues to meet). LLC recorded the dialogue and underlying issues

of each meeting, analyzed-and. wrote uP the..issues appended.some comients

and mailed a report to each member prior to the next meeting. These 20

detailed reports and the audio taped and notes on which they mere based

form the 'basig for the review of the intradistrict Women in Management

Group which constitutes Part 1 of this Jmper.

.The information generated by the.crossdistrict Priqcipal Effective.

ness Stirvey Groups is more :varied. While the groupS were meeting bi,

monthly during the development of their surveys, LLC. doCumented those ,.

meetings in a similar manner to that described above. Once the process

of utilizing the survey began,,fewer group meetings were held as LLC

became involved in distributing the queStionnaire, interviewirg each of

the principals, interviewing a set of randomly selected laculty in each,

school, collating and analyzing the data from .the questionnaires, and

providing each of the staffs with feedback information regarding their

leader. In iddition, therefore., to documentation,of the group meetings,
-

LLC has as its data base.for the_discuSsion of the Principal Effectivenegs

Survey Groups.(Part II of this paper) the leadership cases developed by

6



each roup of principals, information from some 80 in-depth interviews of

bpth leaders and staffs, the raw questionnaire data from each faculty

member in 14.schools, the'LLC compilations and ieports on each of the 14 .

leaders, and impressions of staff reaction to the LLC presentation of the

feedback information in each of the schoola._ Furthermore, Ance'both a :

'male and a female group Of piincipals developed and.utilized surveys, there

is the added auggestive data arising froth tentative comparisOns of.the

twO greups of leaders.

As should be obvioug from the foregoing introdudtion, the nature of'

'LLC' work is highly process-oriented. 'The kind of action research re-
, -

ported here is therefore of an impressionistic and qualitative sort.

Furthermore, the two effortd discussed below are not complete. They con-

tinue, and they continue to generate data. Our analyses_must cf necessity.

be tentative.and exploratory. Harder, more Iuantitative analyses will

,
Thave to await.fUrther work. What we offer in the ensuing.paper is not a

piece of finished research but rather an opportunity to share with us in

what has been a fascinating exploration of how a total of 22 women in

tWo different settings (and 8 men in still another.setting)engaged in

professionarsuppert groups and'apparently found the outcomeaof their

group interactions helpful in improving their job effectiveness.

PART I: -THE WOMEN'IN MANAGEMENT GROUP (INTRA7DISTRiCT)
.

.1n the fall of 1975,,LLC asked a woman ptincipal in a nearby district

if she and other women administrators would like.to form 4 group to examine
-

common issues and concern's. LLC had previously worked with this particdlar
.

woman and knew she was influential With her colleagueabecause.of her

;
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skill_and personal warmth. She called a number of women who expressed
j

reserved interest, and consiaerable concern that such a venture woUld be

mfSinterpreted by male colleagues. as "feminist militancy." LLC and she .

encouraged the wemen to come to one meeting before making a final decision

one way or the'other.:

At the first meeting, many women spoke of their concerns. They did

not wish to further arienate male colleagues. They wondered how others

would.view-their Participation in such a venture. LLC encouraged them

to role-play how members migtit talk about a women's group tO their col-
,

leagues.. Several principals.shared their annoyance at howtthey were

treated by male counterparts in their regulat staff meetings. At the and

of the meeting, a feeling of tentative commitment had developed and .the

group voted to begin meeting regularly.

VariOus levelg-of the district hierarchy were represented in this

group:alemedtary principals, secondary vice-principals, directors of

Special Education,,Zuidance, Health Saivices, .Personnel, Home Economics,

Library, Kindergarten Center, etc. Ali the women. supervised a staff,

or were a "singleton" with administrative responsibiliEies but no staff.

The.meetings had open agendas: generally a member raiSed -an'issue

of_current concerti, ,LIX_attampted_ta_facus-on-specific practice, and to

help members talk about how they actually perform their jobs, rather

- than describe their rJork philosophically or in abstractlons. Listening

to others was emphasized from the pc.rective of not giving.advice., not

correcting, and not teassuting. .Rather, LLC asked members to be resources

: to each other; and to alloW the presenter. to attempt to solve her own

-8



problem. The leadership-was informal; the group met.in.different schools

.with different members aslsts for the _sessions.

In the early meeEings, the group spent tbime getting.to know one

another. Elementary-OiinciOalsand-secondary administrators weie virtual

strangers to one another. Most of the women were unaccustomed to meeting

with othei Women in a professional .setting. .Some of the women, especially

.thbse from secondary,.schools, had_trouble leaying their buildings during

-

school hours.- Although their male cd-Unterparts regularly left their.

buildings to attend meetings, Women had been expected to "keep the home

fires burning." Several times duting the year, the group appealed directly

to the superintendent for some-words of publit approval. Although hellad

.given private encouragement to
_

the venturei-and was, in general, yery.
- -

supportive'ef women administrators, he had to. be urged,to make his sup-
.

port Visible so that it wOuld not .be questioned by the Male secpndary

principals.

Atearly issue which the women raised was the behavior of miles in .

the regular principals' meetings. According to the wOmen, it Was cus- .

tomary:in their district fer the males to sit at. one ,end'of the rdom,
.4'

, leaving the opposite end to the females. When a female .spoke, some of

the males would begin theit own conversation,: ignoring the speaker with

either conscious or unconscious rudeness. In relating these incidents,

one female principal', both senlor and widely respected in the,system,

said, "1. get so mad when they, do this that I just haVe to leave.the room

and walk around by myselffoi-awhile." After.the female Principals shared

theit 'feelings of anger and resentment,concetning this behavior, they

were-ableto develop new strategies. Ooe such strategy which they.evolved.

-



and put into action involved the following: they arrived early at the
-

meeting, scattered themselves around'the table in such a way as.to separate

the males, and verbally reprimanded any male who talked while a_wotan
; 0

was speaking. The strategy worked. Not only did the women report-an im-
.

proVement in the'quality of.their ueepngs, but they also related thatthe men

confirmed this.

,

.Another early discussion tOncerned hOW the WOmen felt they- lacked

- an, information pipeline and a poli, tical network.
, One ,printipal described

typical behavior'on'the morning following a School Committee meeting

(in'MassachuSetts, elected School-Boards are called School Committees):

Every women principal arrives at her school early and immediately
begins the usual pre-school activities: talking with teachers and,
students, returning parents'. phone dans, discussing the day's
activaies with the secretary. Every tale'principal goes im-
mediately to his office, closes the.door, and phones another male
principal to discuss the latest news about the School Committee's
decisions of.the.previous evening. '

The woMen agreed thatthey-often lost out in not having immediate

information about the School ComMittee.decisions, the salary negotiations,

and job openings. 'they decried their lack-of a neeWork and developed two

strategies. One was to initiate their own telephone network; another was

to,attempt to insert themselves intothe males' netwOrk.

In still another 'situation', the Director of Home Economics described

how she shares her office with four.male colleagues whocustomariIy go

but to lunch together every Friday noon, often saying,goodbye to her,

but neglectingt6 invite her te join them. This tYpe of behavior appeared

..to be quite comMon to many Of'the "singletons" and was described as dif-

ficult to overcome. The group suggested several strategies; the Director

10
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experimented-with a number of them,.butjfinally decided to-organize her

own:riday luneh party with her ftiends. By so doing, she now feels.that

the iSsue has become something about which'she can exercise choice tattier
.;:%

.than be the recipient-of the malesl- rejection.

.By thc. middle Of ths year,.the group meMbers re4ea1ed the following

behavi-Jr: difficult. shared issues Were discussed.in such a Way that members
os 1

;

revealed heir immediate and automatic reactions to specific occurrences'

,--and were willing to examine the assumptions Ehey held about themselves -

and others that produced:the initial reactions. The concept of a legitimate

..rangepf differing responses became accepted as tfley came to understand

how differently each .of them viewed the world, ,This in turn led.to the

notion of alternative strategies. The altetnItives were thedtried ouvin

the group setting, usually through role-playing, and the group was able to

test the appropriateness of alternative behaViors with each other. They

then reported that they were able effectively to carry out.the'agreed-Upon

new strategies in their home district settings.

.We interpret this sequence df group behavioras evidence of effective

personal and professional support, :The perceptions'of the.participants
-

cprroborated its importance asthe said that theyfelt themselves MOving

from feelings of helplesSness and frustration to thinking for the first

time about. (1) identifying who really owns the problem, (2) designing.

'appropriate alternative strategies, and (3) testing alternative responses

before acting on the problem.

-----
Additional eVidence_of effectiVe support came from the growing prac-

,

.ticq of indiVidualS using:the group as a vehicle in which o examine their

own behavior in other administrative-settings. These individuals would

demonstrate theit actions (throUgh role-playing) and then discuss their

individual perspectives. They then asked the group members whether or

not.they saw the behavior as appropriate and successful% As a result of
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taking these .risks and receiving the feedback, the individuals who used

the forum ea examine their behavior said they began to. tak-1 more assertive

stances in settings where they had previously felt dominated and unheard..
0

.Furthermore, inresponding to individual initiativeafor tonfirming

or diSconfirming feedback, the other.women in the group said that they

learried.more about how effectively to offer.support in groups. rhey

later indicated that,.as a consequence, 'they found themselves better
.

I

able to be aupportive :n other groUP settings to'both males and females.
.

Final evidemte of .t:he group's effectiveness as a support mechanism

can be seen .firSt In the introdubtion,.the next year, of'new members whO
,

met the orig.:tom:I criterfa of supeOiaing.. a staff.and/or Zorking as. a
V)

"singleton." -They entered quickly and'. easily. SecondlY, the.issuea atound
.

.

responding to males disappearedi', In their place Were concerns about'one's
$

profeSsional eXperti.se,alt the politiCal _polarization of-the :.§choo1

Committee and various School Department employees, and about the fact.,'
0

thgt schools woUldbe closed'in the-face of iailing enrollments; This
.

raised the extremely difficult issue of job security and competition among.

administrators tor the remaining jobs.,

From this'evidence, LLC' judges (1) hat this group-of female admin17!.

strators fcund the creation of a support group USeful, (2) pley were
.

willing.to commit the lime and,energy to-make it Work, (3) the; were

successful 141 developing alternative strategies for'themselves as a itoup

Tn interacting with their male colleagues, and (4) they'were able to
2

0

create an atmosphere in Whith inaividuals could reyeal themselves and be

s -

supported as tliey worked:through indiliidual wprk prOblems,..

In One area, however,the Women in Management Group has not yet

n' 12



proven themselves. While they have begun to identify power issues and

conflicts-in the schoor distri\ct as a whole, they have ndt 'yet been able

to bring forth and examine conflictd and power issues among themselves.
a.

Judith D. Pelmet, in her article,:Thoughts on Women and Power, or,

After Consciousness-Raising, What?", raises a concern about women who
OA

have sudcessfully increased their awareness and achieved a:0"Sisterhood
P

Plateau.*" ror when""their'prOblems have been fully clarifie&and shared,..

-their anger harnessed, and their support established;" they tend..not to

, stray from the comfortable feelings of support to the less capfortable

onesaround power .issues. For "to'be powerful -- is to be willing to
t'

be rdponsible for-doing something that affects other people:" This is
)

- where-the conflict..arises.,..

Palmer's statement.describes where we. are currently in the growth

*of this Tarticular Women in Management group. The women have successfully

, maintained a personal support base in the midst of.an atmosphere of threatened

school closings., They have learned how to better deal with the male

ministrators. 'But they have yet to confront the Conflict-which eiists-

'among them, conflict between the Self-linterest of administrators whose
r.

jobs are threatened, conflict between the different interpretations of
,

.sinformation about the political situation. LLC has attempted ta legi-

timize the feelings ofoutrage and frustratiOn. we have offered senile
a

theoretical formulations-regarding power, and have,led discussions which
/

began to.-illuminate the Various assumptions that Members hold about

'"manipulation" and "pushiness"-and "unfeminine behavior.'

Presently the group is.at the point of a beginning exploraton of
.1

.00nflict and,poWer issues. Only time-will tell.if the group can move

13
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-
from all-too-seldom experienced feelings Of support to the more difficult

ones of conflicting with one's supporters.

0

This expe.rierce in helping initiate and maintain a.,Womenin Manage-
4

ment support group,-,which the participants and LLC regard as successful --

leads to some tentative hypotheses regarding the,formation of such groups.

First of all, it seems doubtful that the participants would have fprmed
.

. -.0- .

.
.

ia Support group alone, without the outside intervention of LLC. And it
. . ,

.

( . appears equally doubtful that the group could have been started without

the active support of a few influential insiders, who were potential

members-of the group. The forces which isolate women prOfessionally

appear "also to ridicule women Who move tow-ard working with other women.

So some foituitous pthribination of insider friends and outside legitimate

"helpers" appears necessary. Possibly a wom6 who holds a position of

high status in the district, for example, an Assistant Superinte dent or

a School Board member, could initiate a women's support group without

outside assistance.

Secondly, once organized, it appears that some powerful spokesperson

within the distric is needed to legitimize the group meetings as a pro-

fessional in-service activity. In this case, the sdperintendent was

needed to force secondary prindipals to release WOmen administrators

during-in-school hours. The norme in this di:strict were clear and pOwer-

ful. Men may jOin together during work hours for professional growth

and development; women must remain in their buildings to maintain the

operation of the school. This suggesls that the old ethos of "men go

1,4
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to work, women stay home" has transferred itself from the home to the

work place.

Thirdly, it is not clear at this point in the group]s work whether

they can move from their plateau of personal support to an examination

of confrontatidn and power issues. It seems reasonably clear that they

will not do so without the help of outsiders. The norms against conflict,

against honest confrontation, against "rocking the boat," are powerful

and pervasive. Most male principals honor these norms; most female

principals do also. And those who don't.are often cut off from what.

meager support systems do exist within any, school system.

But it is LLC's view that personal and professional support systems,

without some honest and open sharing of difficult, conflictual and

possibly negative feelings and information, will tend not to mature

their highest potentials. As a way of exploring these tentative hypotheses,

4.

we have formulattd and would like to xplore the following questions:

Are there examples in other-parts of the country of intraL
disttict personal' and professional support systems for women
administrators?

Are "insiders"-able to form Such groups wiehout outside "helpers"?
What-conditions are ecessary?

-- If such a group cannot secure upper administrative legitimization,
can it stay underground and remain effective?

-- Are there othqr ways forsuch group to become "legitimate"?

Are useful functions performed over time by a group which main.
tains a level of nonconflictual support?

- Do group members,who have experienced support feel themeed to
develop skills around confronting?

-- Are there significant differences in the tasks.and proCesses
that groups of women would attend to as contrasted with groups
of men?
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PART II: THE PRINCIPAL EFFECTIVENESS SURVEY GROUPS (CROSS-DISTRICT)

The theme of professional isolation stands out as the one which ad-

ministratora have.focused most upon.during LLC's four years of. working

with them. The first part of this paper examined how women leaders

formed and used a personal and prOfessional support group to overcome some

of the results of being isolated from colleagues. This section will.

look .at bow School leaders, first Men. and_ then women, joined to obtain

information from their staff about their individual performances in their

jobs.

The -reasoning that leads to a linkage'between isolation and Infor-

mation is based on a number of assumptions: (1) th'at administrators want

-

to improve their performance, (2) that,it iS difficult to assess and

alter one's behavior without a base of trustworthy information about that

behavior, (3) that the-isolation of administrators makes it difficult',

for them to obtain valid infognation about their performance, and, (4) 4

that their isolation also makes it difficult for them deliberately to

test their perceptions and seek confirming or. distonfirming,responses.

The professional isolation of administrators makes it difficult

for them to get Valld'Information from anyone i. staff or supporters; this

becomes obviOus when we' note that whatever information principals re-

ceive usually comes from strong slipporters or strong critics. Normally'

the school leaders cannot test the frequency nor the reliability'of

either positive or negative statements. Without validation of the data,

schpol leaders do not know what to do with the information ,they do .receive,

_and.they Simultaneously lack the kind of information they need to assess'

1 6 4-
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and improve their effectiveness. And without valid information to

confirm or disconfirm their own perceptions of their effectiveness, school

leaders f.hd it"difficult to Change their behaviors.

During the 1975-76 school year, LLC attempted to test their per:-

cption of this need of school leaders for better information about

their effectiveness by offering a group for principals entitled, "Learning

About Your PerformanCe as .17

a.Leader." Members of this group would, in

the words of the LLC prospectus:

.design an instrument to colleet information from the faculty
about each particular princirial's performance;

-- administer the instrument;
i

-- analyze the data;

-- select specific areas for study nd improvement.

/Initially, we,envApiohed (1) some f rm of questionnaire .whien
-

' , ,,' /

teachers could COmplet4 (2) soMe-interviewing, of Staff-and principals;
. ,

i
.

(3) a collation of the-data with appropriate feedback sessions, and (4)
-..., -

\ isome kind of group work whiCh:i4ould take advantage of:the findings. LLC
. .

\.

krihw this particular..activity-was unfamiliar. In fact, it ran against

the norms in most school districts where teachers are not asked to evaluate

.-' principals. For this reason, we expected that the proposed,activity

would attract secure and experienced principals. We did not anticipate

that it would attrdct only male principals.

Eight male principals joined. 'During the fall they met; LLC attempted

to structdre the meetings so that-they could begin to tell one another

about their specific practice: the ways in which,they performed in the

many jobs of the principalship. . We found that they had great difficulty

in .moving from philosophical statements and abstract descriptions of their

work to real and concrete statement6 about how they responded to specific



problems. They had little experience in sharing the details of their

jobs with.one another;.they had little common knowledge about how other

nrinCipals manage tasks..'If we assume that a real understanding of al--
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ternatiVe ways to handle parent's,.or discipline students, or run faculty

meetings would help a principal reexamine his own practices and perhaps

try some new behavidrs, then the principals with whom LLC met were isolated

from the kinds of information which they needed in order to improve their

effectiveness. They were politically'astute hnd aware, but they lacked

safe environments of trusted colleagues in.which toVeveal-their al;sumptions,

describe their Actibns, and receive feedback about their effectiveness.

BY late January, -I1C andlthe principals had designed a format for
. .

the questionnaire, chosen the Caegories which would 07 them the in
\,

formation they wanted, and.written eight short cases, each-describing

a specific work situation. For example, thc p.eincipals wanted inormation

about how eftectively they evaluated teachers.--The case 't(:Oelicit this
a

'information read:

Your principal visited you last week for a regularly scheduled
_evaluation 'visit and observed for forty minutes. When the .

principal left the room, you sensed he was not pleased.

In order to record.both howteachers.:saw the principal's actual perfor

mance as an evaluator and also how teachers idealized an effective

evalluator, teacher/respondants were asked:

How would your,prinCipal respondr What would he do?.'

,c

How would you like your principal to respond? What would you like
him to do?

'Principals and their staffs took responsibility for the distribution

and collection of completed surveys. Each'staff person was requested to

18



complete the questionnaire; confidentiality was guaranteed_by LLC.

-Nancy Reiner Zimmerman, the LLC Documentarian, interviewed a random

sample of'staff in each school and collated the information along with

the quefionnaire responses. LLC's approachto he collation of the

material was based on the.same assumptions that governed the initial

activity: (1) that each-principal was committed to his own learning and

.growth, and (2) that feedback, both,positive and negative, is .essentiai

information to support individual learning, and growth. A numerical count.
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of.staff who shared similar opinions about the principal was provided,

so that principals could realize the strength of,commOn responSes. UniqUe

and idioSyncratic responses were noteased'out of proportion to...their

appearance on-the data. An example, using part of one feedback report,.

but with the principal's name deleted, follows:

In general, there seems' to be.a great deal-of intereSt and.energy
inithe responses to the question describing.an evaluation situation
Seven teachers indicated that,they thought Mr. X would say nothing
-at.the time of the observation,.but,leave them a:hote in their
mailbox:. Several. teachera felt that. the note would.include a state-
ment about the obServation and a request. Ior them to see him at a
spedific time..in his office.. 'Othdr teaChers envisioned.the secre-
tary telling them Mr. X wanted to see them, or Mr. X cothmenting
on the lesson and Setting up a Meeting if problems were.evident.

,A majority of the Staff expressed.the wish for more immediate
direct feedback,-both positive and negative, One teacher -stated,

.

"It seems very hard for Mr. X to face you with a.compliment or a
criticism. He mayjeave a personal note in your box ,saying,, 'good
job," but I wish be could say to me direCtly.'" Another teacher
noted, "In evaluation he looks fot positivethings in teachers and
kids. For him to say, negative things to staff is very difficult."

A common feeling expreased was an appreciation for thereedom
to act" that Mr. X gives teachers. One teacher commented, "Although-
I appreciate the.freedom to act, I feel a laCk because he's not in-
volved in the. day-to-day routine.': She added, "I think he would.
help me if I went to him, but he doesn't take thednitiative."

.
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After the interviews, the collation process and reports were complete,

LLC led feedback sessions with each faculty and principal. Although some

faculties had initially shown anxiety and some resistance, they all. res-

.

ponded.positively to,the data and to.the presentation. There

was considerable relief that their negative statements were presented in

context and that information had been treated both respectfully and con-

fidentially. These feedback sessions resulted in faculties and their .

principals beginning to talk with one another about issues which had pre-
.

viously'been off-limits, in ways whidh were new and which provided valid

information fer both.

LLC examined'all eight sffirvey results for similarities which had

eMerged frod the staffs in the eight sChools, and reported these to all!

the principals.- We also asked what characteristics distinguish this par-

ticular.survey from other leadershiR evaluation efforts. 7he principalsres-
::

Ponded with some-of the following attributes which they-judged significant:
,

-- The principals voluntary participation.in a group designed to ----:--
, help them examine their own practice; the emphasis on!speaking

-coneretely, foit abstractly, about.their practice;
f

-- The joint work to Adevelop the survey itemS; the relevance of ther
items to.their situationsLthe allowed-for discrepancy betWeen
what they actually did, and what teachers wished they would dot;

. .
.

.

1 :- 1,-; 7- The careful introduction of. the survey by the'principal to his'
..-§taff; the guarantee of confidentiality;

. .
. .

.

..
.

,
.

--The unbiased third party to interview randoffily selected teachers,
6 collate the data, and present the feedback;

-- The opPortunity for staff and principal to hear, respond to, con-
firm and thus feel that, they waned the_data.

Even as we were completing the year with the eight male principals,

an idea began getminating why not undertake the Same survey activity

with women principals. We asked ourselves some euestions: would women

2 0
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repeat the same proc, ess? In a new cross7district iroup, would they share

the same problems around revealing themselves? the same anxieties about

presenting staffs with a "personal"-questionnaire? Would they identify

the same leadership issues for the survey "cases"? Would the faculties

in schools headed by women &Iministrators respond in the same ways as

those led by malt administrators?

We knew we could not conduct a strictly comparable study. The small
,9

number of female principals'compared to male principals in our possible

population meant that there was no way to match male and female principals

from different districts, with different.size schools, with different

leadership styles rd experiences. Furthermore,' since, .LIC was-repeating

the previous study rather'than initiating the two Side-by-side, we. assumed
-7

that LLC's participation.in;the secorid,:upup would undoUbtedly be affected

by the learnings from the'initial experience. We were confident, however,

that some gross similarities and differences would-emerge for further in-

.

quiry. And.we were interested to observe-if and how the wOmen might be.gin

o
to offer personal andprofessional. support to one another in a task-oriented

setting.

In the.fall.of 1976, LLC approached eight women in selien greater

Boston , school districts, talked to them about the possible for-.
-k

mation of a group to develop a survey to test their effectiveness. We

invited them to an informational meeting. Some o f. the women already.knew

out the survey; enthusiastic male colleagues had told_them ibout their

experiences of the previous,year. They were eager to come. Others, how.=_ , J
.

'NN
-

ever, wereNless eager. They felt.they had tOo much,to do already, They
f

. N
.

-.
.

.

did not know if they could asUord the time. They did not know if they
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really needed the information, the aggravation, the responsibility of

adding a new burden to their arready overloaded teachers. However, six

principals came to the information meeting, and six decided to conunit

-

the necessary time and energy. Of the six, only two principals from

ehe.same district. already. knew'one another: In fact, these ewo principals

were members of the Women in Management Group, described earlier.

Three of the female principals worked in districts with a good ratio

.of female to male principals. Two, however, were alone.in theirdistriets

with no female peers; one Principal had one-other female. peer.

We initiated the%group process by asking each member to, tell us,how

she got her job as a principal:

"Well, once I discoVered thee it really'had nothing to do with my
qualifications, my,competency, .myselfas aperson, or any of that
it didn't matter. All that mattered was getting four out of the .

seven.jSchool Committee) votes."

"I'm.very sure they.took me becaUse I'm a woman. -They were at the.,
point wherethey had systematidally appointed men, and I'm con-
vinced that's why the superintgndent took the chance... I was not
the first choice of any group which interviewed me along the war".

-"I was inte-rvieWedby ehe.Schoel Committee; remember one of the
felloWs. whom I had known came oue to me while I was waiting and
said, 'Are you sure you want to go into this interview? -I really

:donYt think you,want a job' as an administrator."

'Thinking back over my career ofgetting'intO administration, most.
everything I've done .I've done by being aggressive, or pushy and'
unfeminine."

This beginning topic proved to be most successful as a way to engage

participants as it gave the women an opportunity to share both their his-

tory and useful information about how..they reacted to similar events.

Several women related similar incidents: being.chosen and supported by
,

a male mentor; or fiihting their way through the political procedures

22
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which guaranteed women a harder fight that' their male counterparts. -It

quickly became apparent that this was a group of superior women adminis-

trators who had learned how to compete successfully with the males in

their districts, and who were both sophisticated and inventive in their

particular admintstrative practices. We were not dealing with inexperienced

or insecure women.

They soon began to share the specifics of their jobs, actual

day-to-day practices. They shared feelings -- those of satisfaction, or,

despair, or frustration, or fun -- as well as facts about their jobs.

They discovered they had formed immediate and sometimes disparaging im-

-preSsfons of others in the grnup who were unknovin,,and.often:had thee

impressions.shattered when the particular woman shared her experiences and

expertise. They remarked that it was .quite unusual to meet with women and

to tell other women administrators the succagses and failures of any

given day. They-talked about feeling less.isolated and alone, ancrbegan

openly to look forward to the meetings.

In fact, they could probably have gone on all year meeting every two

weeks,'sharing the day-to-day practices, thinking about new perspeCtives,
!

learning how to be resources to Women peers, and increasing their skill, r

and pleasu-1 in supporting-one another. LLC had to assume considerable

Ay
responsibiliqr to get the women to moye toward thinkin&abbut the survey,

\

how it would look, what the cases would consist of, and how they could

introduce the idea to their faculties.

To compare the mo groups'.processes leads to the observation that

the males.had difficulty witli the process of entering the group as full

participants and with sharing the specifics of their jobs. They initially
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talked in generalities and made policy,level statements or philosophical

stateffients.about. leadership. .They also tended to-vie for leadership in'

the-group. Some behaved competit:!vely; otherg withdrew. They also ap-
t

.peared not to enjoy listening to.each other, but rather to be foTmUlating

.what they were going to say while someone else was.talking. But 9evera1:
,. .

,

males took much responsibility for attending to the task of.developing';

the survey instrument.

,The women made a speedy and pleasurable entry and shared at a con-
.

crete level immediately.. 'They enjoyed listening to each other and.often

asked clarifying queStions which extended the speaker's time, They did

noe.appear to compete with each other for leadership, and they dfd not initiate

work on the.task; Once into the task, the'Women worked- hard and efficientlyf

The.two.groups developed-the cases differently. The men s group began

by identifying those categories in which they wanted information about

their performance. -The categories tended to cluster in-what could be cálled
*

the "classic" administrative areas, namely: supervising and evaluating

teachers, disciplining students and teachers, asserting authorLty and demon-.

strating responsibility. Cases were then written to illustrate the par-
_

ticular category; the best case was chosen by group consensut. The dis-

cussions concerning these selections revealed that the men talked from the0

perspective of "How do centyal;offiCe and parents see mie performing,certain
0,

tasks?" They appeared to be most interested iu-the opinions of those

persons outside the. schdol.-

The wOmen's group, on the.other hand, did not initially choose cate-

gories and then prov de the case. Rather'. they'shared events in their

recent experience which left them curious .-- curidus about how .teachers

felt about the principal's behavior. They were less cbncerned with the

24
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. .

perceptions of those outside the building, and more with the feelings of

those inside; namely_the teachers. They aisolocused leSs on taSks and

more on their own behavior in given situations. They asked:
How do teachers feel when I as principal make a unilateral decision;
How do teachers feel when I as principal reach the end of my rope;
How do "teachers feel about.my priorities for in-school time.

This emphasis on staff perceptions,meant-that the women were frequently

concerned with how to resolve interpersonal dilemmas with their teachers i

areas such as mediating between groups of teachers with opposing philosophies,

dealing with rumors,-meeting teachers' expectations of a "good" faculty

meeting. It might be safe to venture that the women's involvement in how

their teachers were responding to current situations helped define for the
,

,.women the areas of administrative performance which.they deemed as important,

while the men's definition of effective pdrformance tended to be less res-
.)

ponsive to current situations and more in line With pre-determined

areas of leadership like decision-Making and authority.
,

A comparison of the cases chosen by the men and women.for.the sUrVey

that four similar coneernSn (1) evaluating teac'hers,.°

(2) -discipilining'students, (3) transferring:a student from one teacher'S:.,:
i .0

class to anothdr, and. (4) asserting the-authority of the School with parents.

The men's survey.also included cases around groviding profegsional support_

to.staff through in-service activities, providing materials for teachers,

managing a conflict with a teacher regarding the written
0
evaluationi and

,0

rePritanding a teacher. The women's survey included cases about honoring :

commitments.to teachers, disclosing information appropriately, and pro-,

viding leadershii) to manage a concern raised by faculty. In addition, one

woman suggested an open-enaed question, Nhat do you value-most abodt

your pyincipal? Aat wodld'you most likó to,change about your principalr

With respect to the anxiety prfndipals experienced in introducing

the-survey to their staffs, most male principals were ahle to share their
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anxious feelings only when alone with an LLC staff person. 'Some were conterned

about the possibility that the survey tight be interpreted by others as

threatening the princiPal or as indicating Weakness- in'the

. .. . . . ..-
.

.

,leadership, Others weteconterned and anxious about.negative feedback
,,.:,,'-'

.from indiVidual staff persons,concerningtheir performance. 'For everY
. - ,

.

,

.
,

.

., .,

. -
.

..Ptincipalhadalleast:one.n enemy." The-Same principals who shared their:

- --

c.. .

i
concerfts. pfivate session had great ddfficulty'in talking

,

4--
abbut their fears in 'the group coneext.

.
,

Oneprincipal gaid retrospectivelT.(at our summer ,"reunion"):

I-think ,we all knew, we all expected, ttiat in the feedback we
we were-going to hear some good things about.ourselves and,some
not so.good things,. too. We have certain staff people who
think that we're good,and some staff PeOPle ,who think we're
pretty'stupid

s

- ,

Another Principal was more succinct: knew I could get killed."

When.the issue Of possible anxiety i.4as introduced. in the wAen's

group, they 'were itmediately able to talk about theit'concerris in the group.

,They separated the concerns into-SeVeral categories: fiew the principal

-would introduce the ideaof the'sUrvey, how the teacherS'mightreact,

haw they could allay teachers' fears. One woman role-played hoW.She
-

planned, to introduce the suryey,to her faculty advisory committee; others

critiqued the presentation. Others gave-comments from.teacherS-which

recognized the principals'.'risk in-being. involved in such a'venture,

which envisioned the feedback sessions a tense for principalS and

faculties, and which expressed concern that randomly'Selected faculty

interviews. might.represent'the "oddballs" on the Iaculty.
41,

.Two of the women prin6ipals even identified additional causes fot anxiety.

.

One assumed that her facultyoresponse to her introduction of the idea of

2 0 "7.
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the survey would indicate the degree of.their trust in her, and their

desire for her to learn and grow in the job. Another said, "I don't know

,

.if they will answer honestly. They may not like everything I do, but they

may not want me to change."

0 These observations by the womed are interesting in that LLC has

learned that the principal's presentation of the survey to the.faculty

iS critical-to the.qUality of survey'information which teachers provide.

In those schools Where principals were unclear about their purpose or

initiating the survey, bout how the survey was intended for, about who'

would have access to the data,,and why they were,involved,.the.teachers

responded in less completwform. The riChness and complexity of Ihe data

corresponded directly to the clarity.and articulateness of the principal's'

original statement to his/her faculty regarding his/her involvement in the'

surVey group-

With relspect to the function of the group.as a setting.for the,survey

activity, both males and females attested to the Importance of, receiying per--

sonal and professional.support and spoke often.of their enormous satis-

faction.in being in a group which offered support.

Finally, the reception of the survey.among-the faculties Of both male

and.feMale-led schools proVe similar. 'Both males and females, in the cdbrse.
0

of prAenting the survey to their faculties, discovered some. resistance,

'much acceptance,--and considerable "protectionist" behavior from teachers.

The longerthe princiPal had been in the building, the more concerned the

-
staff was abolat giving theprincipal negative feedback. Teachers offered

reassurance, "I.didrl't write anything I couldn't have said to your face." They -

offered advice, "I think this is a really riSky thing for you to do; maybe

you should :.." Many offered to Say.nothing negative or potentially

hurtful about their leader.

27
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In summary, some differences between the grOups appear to be;

.,Males initially shared generalities, policy-level statements or

philosophical statements about how they offer leadership. Females im-
.

mediately shared specific information about how they respond in a specific

situation. "This is, what I do when ..."

'Maleshid not enjoy listening to each other in the same way the

females did. Males appeared to.. be busy formulating what they were going

to say while someone else was speaking. Females enjoyed listening to one

another.
11.

Males were .concerned about the task purpose of the group and several

individuals took.responsibility:for'keeping the group focused on the develop-

ment of the survey. Females relished meeting in the group with other

competent females. The offered,each other support, enthusiasm, and

empathy, but they did not take leadership responsibility for moving the

group into the task.

Males vied:for leadership in the group. . Some behaved compe vely,

b ee
others withdrew. Females did not vie for leadership. They behaved co-

,

operatiVely and looked to LLC for leadership.

Regarding-the-preparation of the survey cases, the concerns which

males discussed revolved around how others, i.e., central office and parents,

see them in their jbbs. .They selected4-"classic" administration areas to

survey. Women were more concerned with how teachers would view their

leodership in the school, and with interpersonal dilemmas and "disharmony"

k

'with teachers. These concerns tended to guide the selection of their cases.

Prior to adminstering the survey, males had difficulty in disqpsing

their feelings of anxiety and concern in the group. They did not use the

28
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group,to rehearse how they would Introduce the survey to their faculties.

LLC had to'assume the major esponsibility for raising questions about,L

how'prinFipals would attend to the specific details of collecting the

surveys, guaranteeing confidentiality', maintaining reports within schools,

_etc. Males did raise concerns individually with LLC arOund whether "others"

would see,them as weak, or risky for embarking upon this venture, arid

around negative feedback from particular staff persons. Females talked more,

readilYabout their anxiety surrounding the introduction and administration

of 'the survey. They took more responsibility for the many.detaila around

administering the survey. They,welcomed the chancero rehearse. presen
.

taiiona and receive feedbck about their performance. -

As a result of the experience of conductittg both sUrvey groups, it

does appear to us that one ay for both women-and men to overcomethe

isolated nature of administrative jobs i8 to devise a means of. obtaining

valid information regarding their effectivenesS. Any administrator could

.initiate a survey, a questicirinaire, or some more openended framework

and could collect data -- not only from teachers,- but potentially also

from parents, sfudents and/ox central office administrators. However,

we believe that.the impartiality and confidentiality-which an outsider

can guarantee'is critical; 'thus the administrators must develop some

internal system to guarantee the information is c011ated fairlY, respect,

'fully, and confidentially. In our experience,.it is not easy for those

Who work in a system to find an impaftial insider. The forces which
c.

keep administrators isOlated are also those Which make impartiality,

difficult. Therefore, the role of an outsider may be as important here

as it.was in the cre'ation of the Women in Management Group.

29
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And again, as in the case of the Women in Management Group,' it may

be necessary for.a senior administrator to propose and.legitimize both

. the administrative survey and the formation of an in-service.,.in-school-

hours,:group todevelop, administer, and collate the survey and ensuing.

'information. To attempt such a survey alone'could provide individual

, administrators with good information but little peer support, while doing

the survey with peers seems to provide both valid information and a

support system in whicli to be helped in making sense of the new infor-

pation and'in trying out new forms of administrative behavior.

, CONCLUSION

Isolation has been repeatedly.identified by school administratorS

as a major issue. By isolation they appear to mean a number of things:

,

the absence of knowledgeable people to talk to. about.the details of one'

, the inability to admit you do not.know something y6u need to know

f r fearyou..Will b judged incompetent, and,the lack of trustworthy.feed-
.

I

,bal'k about your effectiveness.

If'isolation is indeed a primary issue for all'school administrators,

iis particularly so for the minority oI women who presently hold admini-

st ative positions in our nation's-schools. Two mechanisMs which appear

..

us
1
ful-to participants in.breaking down some.of the bartiars.of.i.solation

e\
are.:

,

(1) personal and professional support group's whose function.is the.
1.- provision of support_from knowledgable colleagues who hold

siMilar jobs. , ..

_
.

. ..

(2) Information gathering groups whose explicit task is to generate
valid information about individuals' administrative effectivenesg
and whose implicit function is to-offer personal and professional
support in the process of gathering the information and reacting .._

to it.

3 0,



LLC's preliminary work, reported here, in developing and managing

these two mechanisms designed to combat administrative isolation tenta-

tively suggests a reliance on two significant factors:

/
/

the availability f an outside facilitator, and the funds to
support'it.

28

--- the acceptance, approval, and visible legi imization of the
administrative hierarchy of the" isolatioriLbreaking'activities.

Unfortunately, these factors cannot .be assyMed automatically to be available

.to school.administrators, especially/mn.a time of falling enrollments,

dwindling resourEes and increasing competition among administrators for
,/-

the remaining resources and even for jobs. These conditions make new

ventures difficult but they also emphasize the importance of,improved

administrative effectiveness.

leaders need to be especially

,

Itis, ttierefore, becoming increasingly important that educational

When an institution is.in trouble, its

competent in their purposes and practiCes.
.

adminiatrators receive the
0

support they need in order to learn neW

'responses to changing conditiOns.

:What is preSented'in:this papef.SUggests-thedirections for .,two

port Mechanisms which-can.help inctease administrative ef-
models Of sup

:

féctiveness.

4)arts of the

accomplishing
. :. ..

,.
.garding the experienWof administrators) ;in

A.
. i . . .1 ,!-^

i -

corraiit. isolation and improve effectiveness, 'grOups of educ'ational-,

\

.
,.

.
.,.

leaders might attempt to aevelop.their.oi0.models foi providing them-
.

.

yl-

should be explored re-

non-educational settings'tb

and

Hopefully to..tdels- ]a'-..46 exist. /be experience in other:'
. .

country oug1t-.6o-be examined fot different mechanisms for
.

these purpose's, research7findings

:

selves with the peer support and the kind of reliable performance feedback

that permits them to break-down Some of the barriers of admini-strative

isolation. and to increase their personal.and professional effectiveness:
,


